Webinar for Information of DIC Course

Interested faculty members and students may register for the following webinar which is going to be held on Tuesday, Jan 28, 2020 10:30 AM - 12:05 PM IST.

Description about webinar:

The India, with its 65% population as youth (18-35 years) has tremendous potential to develop into the hub of expert workforce for the world. This can be fulfilled through skill development for everyone in that age bracket across the region. But, the access of various sections of population to such skill development activities limits the potential of the youth. An Engineer already has a technical/logical understanding and logical thinking with sound knowledge of Engineering and thus these can enhance the problem solving ability. This also leads to the designing and Design thinking process that involves both scientific and creative thinking, using visual thinking being a major focus area within the course along with the software used as tools for creating applications. Emerging Technologies i.e. Artificial Intelligence (Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Data Science, Data Engineering), Augmented & Virtual Reality, UI-UX User Interface & User Experience, Digital Design & Technology, Internet of Things (IoT) are becoming an absolute must for an Engineer. All organizations either want deep knowledge of these field so as to provide employment on basis of the knowledge of these sector OR they want engineers to have a broad understanding of these so as to make their product or services as well as their work more effective and efficient.

Thus these programs will address these two needs,
1. Employment to students
2. Development of Employability skills (Skill-sets required by the industry today)

Requirement to host webinars at Institute level:
Institute has to arrange webinar on conference Hall with good internet speed

Nominate one faculty coordinator from Institute/university to ask Questions/doubt to Experts on behalf of Students/Innovators/Institute

Link for Nomination of Faculty/ Student: https://forms.gle/4wiSKWn75XjVs3yj7

Install webex meet App from Playstore or for PC
Joinlink to Webinar through Following Link or Meeting number

Link: http://gtu.webex.com/meet/sa
Meeting Number: 576 591 271

Date: Tuesday, Jan 28, 2020 10:30 AM - 12:05 PM IST.
Students/Innovators/Faculty
1. Quick intro to experts
2. Q&A session with your teachers

For Any Query Contact to: ap_raj@gtu.edu.in, ap_karmjitsinh@gtu.edu.in

Presenter: DIC Team & Experts

Sd/-
Registrar